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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with guided elastic waves at a periodic array of coplanar disbonds in a solid, and the role they play in the 
scattering of bulk waves. It is approached as a mixed boundary condition problem pertaining to two elastic half spaces which are
joined together within infinitely long regularly spaced strips, and unattached in between. It provides an approach to modeling 
wave interactions at an array of coplanar cracks, solids with slightly uneven surfaces which are in contact, stoping in mine 
operations where a narrow seam of a mineral is removed leaving regularly positioned pillars for roof support, and other 
analogous physical situations. In the analysis, a truncated Fourier series representation of the wave field is invoked, and the
boundary conditions are applied at a discrete set of points within the repeat interval at the interface to determine the Fourier
coefficients.  The dispersion relation for interfacial waves is obtained within a one dimensional folded Brillouin zone scheme,
and it is shown that there are branches associated with leaky interfacial waves, which at certain isolated points in wavevector
space uncouple from the bulk wave continuum to exist as secluded supersonic interfacial waves. These observations are able to 
explain striking resonant features in the scattering of bulk waves at the interface.
PACS: 62.30.+d ; 43.20.+g 
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1. Description of model 
There is an extensive literature on the scattering of plane waves by a periodic arrangement of coplanar disbands 
or cracks in a solid, see e.g. references [1-5]. The method of analysis brought to bear on this problem here is 
conceptually simpler than hitherto adopted approaches. Figure 1 depicts the physical situation we are considering. 
Two identical semi infinite solids on opposite sides of the  z =0  plane are bonded to each other within regularly 
spaced strips parallel to the  y  axis, each of width b. Between the strips, the surfaces of the two solids are unattached 
and totally free. The repeat distance of this arrangement in the x direction is D. This situation has reflection 
symmetry through the  z =0  plane, and this allows one to treat separately wave fields which are symmetric and anti-
symmetric with respect to reflection through this plane. An incoming plane wave from one side and its resultant 
scattered field is then taken as the superposition of symmetrically and anti-symmetrically disposed pairs of 
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incoming waves and their scattered fields. Fig. 1 depicts a pair of symmetrically incident sagitttally (SV) polarised
transverse (T) waves of wave vectors  ,x zk k k and  ,x zk k k , and angular frequency Z  are incident on
the interface at an angle T as shown, giving rise to scattering. This constitutes a plane strain problem in which the
displacement field   , exp x z i tZ yu  is confined to the xz  plane and is independent of .
Fig.1  Scattering of a symmetrically incident T wave at a periodic set of disbonds.
The solids are of density U  and Lamé elastic constants O  and P , their L and T acoustic slownesses (inverse
phase velocities) being given respectively by [7,8]
1/ /( 2 )LVD U O P   ,
1/ /TVE U P  (1)
The ratio of the two slownesses is    / 1 2 / 2 1D E Q Q   , where Q is Poisson’s ratio. The relevant
components of the stress ( ijV ) - strain ( ijH ) relationship that arise in the application of the boundary conditions are: 
  2zz zz xx zzV O H H PH   ,
2xz xzV PH . (2)
The scattered field at infinity must conform to the Sommerfeld radiation conditions. [6,7], and at the interface the
combined incident and scattered field must satisfy the boundary conditions (BC) of continuity of displacements xu ,
zu  and traction forces    0 0xz xzt E VUZr r    0 0zz zzt
E V
UZr r
  ,  within the joined regions, and the vanishing
of traction forces within the unattached regions.[7,8]
It is advantageous to formulate the BC’s  in the following way:
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where  0 1d 1xKd , with in the joined regions and xK    0xK   in the unattached regions. The ratio
    / 1x xKK   represents the “degree of attachment” of the two solids, being infinite for perfect joining and
zero for total detachment. By allowing  xK  to vary continuously between 1 and 0 over a small smoothing interval
separating the joined and unattached regions, one can model, for example, a crack tip which is somewhat diffuse in
nature. In the calculations reported here,  xK  is taken to have the form
  12
/ 2 / 2
;
2 2
x b x b Dx Erf Erf x
d d
K ­   ½ § · § · ® ¾¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹ © ¹¯ ¿
D  , (4)
where Erf is the error function.
As a consequence of the discrete rather than continuous translational invariance of the boundary conditions in the
x direction, xk
2 /
 is preserved in the scattered field only to within an integral multiple of the reciprocal lattice vector
DS , and so the scattered field is a superposition of an infinite number of Bloch harmonics, i.e. outgoing L and 
sagittally polarized T waves of the same frequency and having wave vectors  ,n nx zk kDr  and  
respectively, where 
,

n n
x zk k
Er
,2 / ; 0, 1, 2,...
n
x xk k n D nS   r r
 22 2n nz xk kD Z D   , 
 22 2n nz xk kE Z E  (5)
Depending on the value of Z  and xk ,  some of the nzkD  and nzk E  are real, and the remainder imaginary. The
choice of sign ( ) is dictated by the Sommerfeld conditions, [7,8] that in the case of an homogeneous wave, i.e.r
zk zk real, the wave should be directed away from the interface, and in the case of an inhomogeneous wave, i.e.
imaginary, the wave should be evanescent. For small Z , there is only one outgoing homogeneous T wave in each 
half space, the rest of the partial waves being evanescent. As Z  is increased, successive critical values or
thresholds are passed, where evanescent waves convert to homogeneous.
The wave fields in the upper and lower half spaces for a symmetrically incident T wave are
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There is an implicit time dependent factor e Z  in all the wave expressions presented here, which is concealed
for the sake of brevity. The first terms in (6a) and (6b) pertain to the incident field, and the summed terms to the
scattered field. The quantities  1 ,nx zk k DDZ
n  and 1 ,n nx zk k EEZ  , etc., are unit polarization vectors for the partial
waves.
A numerical solution to this problem is obtained by imposing a finite cut off on the expansion, limiting n to the
range , where is a suitably large integer, which we take to be equal to 47 here. The values of the
 coefficients 
N n d Nd N
2 1N nA , and equal number of nB  are determined by imposing the boundary conditions at a 
discrete set of  equally spaced points  in the interval2N 1 / 2 / 2pD x D   .  On imposing the boundary
conditions one finds that
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The solution of (8),
 1n pnpA M m , (11)
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nyields the amplitudes A , and substitution into (7) yields the nB  for the symmetrical field. Similar analyses yield 
the scattering amplitudes for symmetrically incident L waves and the scattering amplitudes nA nB and  for anti-
symmetrically incident L and T waves.
2. Interfacial waves
The matrices M  and M  become singular under certain conditions, leading to the existence of Stoneley-type
interfacial waves (IW), i.e. guided waves in the spectral range 0 /kZ E  , and contained within the first 
Brillouin zone, i.e. 0 /Dxk S  , which consist entirely of evanescent partial wave components. In the
supersonic domain, there occur near-singular features associated with pseudo-interfacial waves (PIW). These consist
predominantly of evanescent partial wave components, but through a weak coupling to the n  T bulk wave
continuum, are leaky rather than perfect guided modes. They feature prominently in the scattering of bulk waves at
the interface. 
0 
ˆ
xk  
ˆ 0x  /b D
0 
Figure 2 shows portion of the dispersion relation near the Brillouin Zone boundary at , depicting
interesting behavior of the IW and PIW there. The anti-symmetrical field interfacial wave IW(A) persists down to 
, approaching asymptotically and degenerating with the  threshold at this lower limit. For small
and away from  this mode takes on some of the features of the Rayleigh surface wave for each surface.
1
k 0T
ˆ
xk
The anti-symmetrical pseudo-interfacial wave PIW(A) lies a little below the 1T  threshold. It penetrates through
the T  threshold, and for a small range of0 ˆxk  close to the zone boundary, it exists as a non-leaky proper interfacial
wave IW(A’). Above the  threshold it is able to absorb from and radiate into the T wave continuum, and it exists
as a resonance rather than a true singularity. With decreasing
0T
ˆ
xk   this resonance becomes progressively narrower
until at the intersection of the line ˆˆ 2 xkZ  with PIW(A), which corresponds to the incidence of a bulk T wave
at an angle of /4S  to the surface, det M  vanishes identically, and PIW(A)  exists at that point as a non-leaky
secluded supersonic interfacial wave (SSIW), uncoupled from the T wave continuum.
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Fig.2  Dispersion relation in terms of dimensionless frequency ˆ /DZ ZE S  and wave vector ˆ /x xk k D S  for the IW and PIW near the 
Brillouin Zone boundary, for 0.3Q  , b D ,/  / 0d D0.16  .
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3. Pseudo interfacial waves in scattering
The pseudo interfacial wave PIW(A) has a pronounced effect on the frequency dependence of the transmission
and reflection of bulk waves at the interface, mainly brought about by the rapid variation of the phase of A 0B and 
for anti-symmetrically incident L and T waves in the vicinity of this mode.
Figure 3a shows the frequency dependence of the reflection amplitude
0 0 / 2
T
TR B B   , for a T wave
incident from one direction on the interface at an angle 7 / 24T S . It has been calculated by decomposing this
wave into symmetrically and anti-symmetrically incident T waves.  The insert is a blow up of the region just beyond
ˆ / 2 0.6Z   where there is rapid variation in the scattering. The sharp peak at 0.6215 corresponds to the T1
threshold. Below this value both 0B  and  are in magnitude unity, since there is only one outgoing channel on
each side of the interface into which to radiate, the
0B
0n   L modes being evanescent. The reflection (and
transmission) amplitude for the uni-directional T wave varies in this spectral range solely because of the variation of
the phases of 0B  and , which is depicted in Fig. 3b. Well below the cut off, the phase of , starting off at0B 0B
S , does not change much, whilst that of 0B , starting off from zero, increases steadily. The relative phase and its 
variation explains why
T
TR  starts off at zero and increases steadily. Then, in the vicinity of PIW(A) the phase of 
 undergoes a rapid increase through approximately0B 2S , and this causes TTR  to drop sharply to zero as the
relative phase passes through S , rise rapidly to unity as the relative phase passes through zero, and than level off.
Fig.3  (a) Reflection
T
TR  amplitude for T wave incidence at angle 7 / 2 4T S , the parameter values being 0.3Q  , b D/ 0 .5  and 
. (b) Shows the phase variation of/ 0d D 
0B  and , which accounts for this behaviour.0B
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A more extensive treatment of this problem has recently been published. [8] 
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